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Startiog offthe springcolloqui urn series.
LotharSchncidcr(UnivcrsityofGicBcn).
a visiting professor at Ihc Institute for
Gennan Cultural Studies, presented his
paper "Die . Regelung des Bcgchrcns' in
Gustav Freytags Sail und Ha/).en. Zur
Diiitel ik der Phantasie in cincm Hausbuch
deutseher Burgerlichkcil:' AIthoogh Soli
und Haben is no longer popular reading,
it did achieve remarkable popularity from
the time il was published in 1855 until far
into the laner half of the nineteenth
century. Schneideracknowledged the fact
that Soil undHaben is "nOl a great novel,"
and, forthatmatter, "notabadonccithcr."
bUI emphasized in his paper that Freytag's
novel marks a specific divide between
Gennan Idealism and an increasingly
pronounced Gennan Realism following
the Revolutionofl848. Freytllgcaptures
a period oftransition in the second halfof
the ninetecnth century in his attempt to
maintain certain idealist traditions while
incorporating the then CUTTent movement
toward a more genuine portrayal ofsocial
reality. Even into the 18605, Soli und
Hoben served asa model ofidentification
for the general public. although Freytag,
like Friedrich Spielhagen, was essentially
displaced from his canonical position as
a representative ofprogrammatic rcal ism
by the end of the nineteenth century.
This was due 10 Ihe strong positivist
trend in the literary history of the time,
which adopted the literary models of the

(coflfj'llIed 011 puge 6)
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ART, MYTH AND

MODER CULTURE:

IETZSCHE'S

BIRTH OF TRAGEDY

REVISITED

Amalia HeITmann
John Namjun Kim

Since its original publication in 1872,
Friedrich Nietzsche's Birth o/Tragedy
out 0/ the Spirit 0/ Music has been an
enduring source of fascination and
frustration for those seeking anything in
this work genuinely pertaining to
"tragedy," "music," or, as in its
subsequent 1886 revision under an
emended title, the "Greeks."lfanything,
those seek ing the above arc onIy left with
the vague sense that a dirty and somewhat
obscene trick has been played on them.
Or, as Nietzsche puts il in his revision,

(continued on page 8)

POSTCOLONIAL THEORY
AND

GERMAN STUDIES
WORKSHOP

Yuliya Komska
JamieTmka

Casey Servais

Opening the workshop Postcolonial
Theory and German Studies, Professor
Leslie Adelson (German Studies) pointed
to a trend among theoreticians of post·
colonialism that she called the ''German
paradox." This paradox is constituted by
a tendency to dismiss the significance of
Gennan colonialism and its legacy, on the
one hand, and a frequently uncritical
structural reliance on Gennan (especially
intellectual) material on the other hand.
Due to its recent nation-state formation,
its short-lived periodofcolonialism (1884
1918), and the absence ofmarginal voices
capable of articulating post-colonial
critique, Gennany has long been seen as
a Sonder/all in relation 10 such former
colonial powers as Britain or France.

It is only since Gayatri Chakmvorty
Spivak's attempts to articulate the
"Gennan paradox" in herpublieations that
the role ofGennan colonialism became a
matter of close yet contested attention
among post-colonial theorists and
Gennan Studicsscholarsalike. The papers
presented in the workshop, said Adelson,
would raise questions related 10 those
asked by Spivak and aim at furthering
critical inquiry into the relationship of
German Studies and posl-<olonial theory.
Among the relevant issues were the
relationship between colonial history and
social imaginaries: the specific effects of
theGennan coloniallegaey; and the need
to reconsider Gennan fascismlNational

(cominllcd on poge 10)
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MARIANNE KALINKE
LECTURES ON

OSWALD OF NORTHUMBRIA

Ken Baitsholts

On April 5, 2002, a diverse group of
people gathered at the Kaufmann
auditorium in Goldwin Smith Hall, where
Profusor Mariann£' Kalinkc of the
University of Illinois at Urbana
Champaign gave a lecture on "Oswald of
Northumbria: Continental Trans
formations." Professor Kalinkc has
maintained a long, fruitful relationship
with Cornell. and particularly with Ihc
Fiske Icelandic Collection, the best of its
kind in North America. The subject of
Professor Kalinke' s lecture, Oswald of
Nonhumbria, was martyred in the middle
of the seventh century, The earliest
account of Oswald's life is thai of the
Venerable Bcdc, while the latest. and most
extensive, is found in the earty sixteenth
century 6svalds saga, composed in
Iceland.
After a briefdiscussion of the spread of

the Oswald cult in Frisia and Oennany in
the eighth and ninth centuries, Professor
Kalinke went on 10 talk about the two
vemacularOennan versions, one in verse
and the other in prose. The verse version
is represented by the so-called Munchner
Oswald and Wiener Oswald, while the
prose version is found in the collection
called Der Heiligen Leben. She pointed
out that these versions contain a
significant innovation, namely the
addition of a "full-fledged bridal-quest
narrative."

With the aid of two carefully drawn
stemmata, Professor Kalinke illustrated
the textual history ofthe Oswald legend,
first as it is conceived in current
scholarship, and then in a modified fonn,
which she believes more accurately
represents the reality. While it is usually
maintained that the Icelandic 6svalds
saga is a translat ion ofthe extant Gennan
version of the Oswald legend found in
Oat Passionae/( 1478), Professor KaHnke
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Marianne Ka/inke

presented evidence, obtained through a
"systematic comparative analysis of the
saga and the Gennan prose legend," to
support her beliefthat 6svalds saga goes
back to a no longer extant Middle Low
Gennan version of the legend.

In addition, she also described a wood
cut, reproduced on a hand-out, of St.
Oswald, accompanied by his
characteristic raven. Although this wood
cut is taken from the 1492 imprint ofOat
Passionael, Professor Kal inke argued that
it in fact is based upon the no longer
extant LowGennan version ofthe Oswald
legend, from which 6svalds saga also
derives. Both 6svalds saga and its
preeusor added material to the narrative,
inspired perhaps by details from the lives
ofClovis and ofEmperor Henry II. These
include a coronation legend and certain
aspects of the bridal-quest narrative.
Despite its late appearence, the saga is
thought to better preserve the original
vernacular legend ofSt. Oswald than do
any of the other extant versions.

Aftcr entcrtaining several questions,
Professor KaHnke was honored at an
infonnal reception in theGemtan Studies
lounge, where the discussion continued.

Ken Baitsholts is an independent scholar of
Icelandic and Old Norse.

.........

GERMAN COLLOQUIUM
SERIES

FALL SEMESTER 2002

Professor Frcderiek Beiser of the
Department of Philosophy, Syracuse
University, will open the Fall 2002 Gennan
Colloquium SeriesonSeplember 13 with
the presentation of his paper. "The Kant
Schiller Dispute." Hewill befollowedon
October II by Gerhard Richter, professor
in the Department ofGennan Studies at
Wisconsin/Madison. The title of
Professor Richler's papcr is "Faseism and
Negative Dialectics: Adorno's Hitler."

On October 25 John Kim, graduate
student in the Department of Gennan
Studies, Cornell, will givehispapcrentitlcd
"StatesofNature: Rhetorical Violcnee in
Heinrich von Kleist." Professor
Rosemarie Haag B1enerofCUNYGraduatc
Ccntcr is scheduled to present "Mies van
der Rohr and Dark Transparency" on
November 8 and Richard Schaefer,
graduate student in History at Cornell,
wi II give a paper, title as yet unannounced.

Michelle Duncan, graduate student
Gennan Studies at Cornell, will close the
series for the semester on December 6
withherpapcron"Hydromancy: OfSirens,
Songs, and Soma."

••••••••

DAADWEEKEND
SEPTEMBER 21-22, 2002

The DAAD Weekend, organized by the
Department of German Studies, is
scheduled this year for September21-22.
The program. being organized by
department professor Anettc Schwarz,
has the theme: "New Euro - a New
Gennany? Culture, Politics, and the
Economics of a Unified Currency."
Further infonnation can be obtained by
contacting Professor Schwarz at
asI63@comell.edu or Miriam Zubal at
mZ@comell.edu.
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Ulrich Baer

SUMMER 2001 SEMINAR
PARTICIPANTS RETURN

FOR CONFERENCE

Drawing upon the success orhi ssummer

seminar at Cornell in 2001 on Critical
Theory, Professor Peter Hohcndahl
(German Studies) has invited the
participants back for a two-day con
ference to expand on the theories and
ideas as presented last summer. The
proposal is to link thc phenomenon of
globalization with thc Critical Theory of
Ihe Frankfurt School, spanning the work
offhcodor Adorno, Max Horkhcimcr and
Walter Benjamin, through thc
contemporary social theory of lirgcn
Habcrmas, and toward thc worksofa new
generation ofculwral and social theorists.
"GlobalizingCrilical Theory" intends to
unite senior and junior scholars working
and writing within the sphere of Critical
Theory to form a third dimension.
The conference will be held September

27-28 on Cornell campus. It isopen to the
public. For further information contact
Julia Stewart atjs75@cornell.edu.

••••••••

DR. GUNTER LENZ AT
CORNELL IN SEPTEMBER

Dr. Gunter H. Lenz of the lnstitut fUr
Anglistik und Amcrikanistik at Humboldt
University in Berlin, will be the2002-2003
Visiting Professor at Cornell in
accordance with the faculty exchange
agreement between Humboldt andCornc11.
Professor lenz wilt be on campus from
Septembcr I toSeptembcr28. Hewillbe
sponsored by thc Institute for German
Cultural Studies but will be basically
am Iiated with the DepartmentofEngIiih.
His host in the department will be
Professor Joel Porte.

While al Cornell, Professor lenz will
pursue his own research projects and
share the results with faculty and students.
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ULRICHBAERONTHE
TASK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC

INTERPRETAnON

Leah Chizek

The task of photographic interprctation
would benefit from a significant theoreti
cal shift, Ulrich Baer(New York Univer
sity) explained in his presentation at the
A.D. White House on April 14th. Focus
ing on a collection ofrecently discovered
photographs taken in the lodzconcentra
tion camp, Baer offered an intriguing ex
ample ofboth the interpretativc as well as
ethical benefits such a shift would entail.

Previous readings of the Lodz images
have been reductive because thcy have
deployed what Bacr refcITcd to as a
"Hcriclitcan" modc of analysis, turning
each image intoa moment embedded within
an unfolding narrative. The photographs,
taken by a fonner chiefof accounting for
the camp, show rare color scenes of its
inhabitants' daily lives. But the lived
reality of the subjects in these images is
reduced by privileged Hcriclitean inter
pretations that deprive them of their inte
riority and view them only in terms ofan
un folding narrative, the ruinationofEuro
pean Jewry. Such interpretations thus

seek to reconfirm "what we al ready know,"
a melancholic privileging, according to
Bacr, ofa single destiny ofdeath. Para
doxically, such readings have also tended
to rei nforce the N azi gaze behind the cam
era, emphasizing the prcsumcd totality of
this gaze with the effect of ignoring any
thing that might disrupt it or fall outside its
purvIew.

We must instead lcarn to read photo
graphs in a"Democritean"way. Baerwent
on to say. Thi~ entails rcsisting thc urge
to archivc images as moments. instead
working to afford access to a scenc un
constrained by thc assumption of any
impending outcome. Prcsumably, thcn,
the effect is a morc successful rctricval of
"unredeemed realities:' as Siegfried
Kracauerhas called them, present within
the scene and at times best indicated by
cvidence ofcvents occurring against the
cxpectation ofthe photographer. For that
reason. Baerexplaincd. it is also useful to
suspend anxieties that inhibit one from
momcntari Iy assuming the pcrspcct ive of
the individual behind the camera.
Baer then selected one specific image in

order to demonstrate his anal ytic met hod,
that of a market scene in which victims'
tics were sold to camp inmates. Showing
footage from a Pol ish-made documentary
by Dariusz Jablonski, Baer concentrdtcd

(CQntinued on page / J)
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FACULTY PROFILE

Dominic Boyer. Assistant Professor of
Anthropology atComelJ University, came
to Cornell in Fall 2001 aftcr serving as a
collegiate Assistant Professor in the Social
Sciences at the University of Chicago.
Boyer received his PhD with distinction
from the University ofChicago in 2000,
with a dissertation entitled Spirit and
System: Thedia/ecticojGermQ/l-ness ill

modern Germalf intellectual culture.
Boyer's dissertation, which is in
preparation at the University ofChicago
press, is an historical and contemporary
ethnography ofthe relationship between
Gennan intellectualsand the articulation
of a language of German nalional
belonging from the eighteenth 10 the
twenty-first century. In this book, Boyer
uses three case studies to examine Ihe
distinct social experience ofintellectuals
and how it affects their conception ofthe
nation: the Enlightenment and Counter
Enlightenment, the two German party
states (Nazi Germany and the GDR), and
German unification. As partofthis project
Boyer conducled field research in Berlin
and eastern Germany, focusing on the
professional transition of former East
Gennan journalists to life and work in the
unified (West) German media system.

Boyer's book is part of his ongoing
concern with developing an anthropology
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of intellectuals, which he sees as an
important contribution to reflexive
anthropology, given that anthropologists
are themselves producers of knowledge.
He argues that a sociology ofknowledge
will also allow an understanding of
nationalism that is more nuanced than a
purely discursive analysis since it revea Is
the social context of national-cultural
forms. Boyer's current research projects
reflect his interest in the sociology of
knowledge and the anthropology of
intellectuals, Upcoming projects include
a study of German intellectuals and
European-ness in which he examines the
social Iife oftnlnsnationalism andanalyzcs
the development ofa class ofintellectuals
perfonning a function similar to the
Kulturtrage,. of the eighteenth <lnd
nineteenth centuries, Healsoplansa study
ofthe contemporary nco-liberal university
and how the changes in the institution
affect the production of knowledge.
Another project hc is working on is a
comparison of the crisis of African
universities with thc changes in western
universities.
At Cornell Boyer has taught courses on

the anthropology ofintellectuals; media,
culture and society; and ethnographic
approaches to studying institutions and
professions. In2002/03 he will be a fellow
at the Society for the Humanities where
he will teach a seminar on the university
as the locus of national culture and a
seminar on eensorshi pand the production
of knowledge. Boyer has received
numerous awards and hOllors including a
William Rainey Harper Post-Doctoral
Fellowship and Starr Lectureship from
the University of Chicago and a
Bundeskanzler Fellowship from the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation. He
is a member of the steering committee of
the Institute forGemlan Cultural Studies.

Erica Doerho.D

SEMINAR SERIES ON
"REMEMBERING EUROPE"
TO BEGIN IN SEPTEMBER

Acting under the auspices ofthe Einaudi
Center for European Studies at Cornell, a
group ofcolleagues from German Studies,
Govemment,Asian Studies, Comparative
Literature and Perfonnance Studies has
organized a bi-month Iyseriesofscm inars
entitled "Remembering Europe:' The
topics (and these arc subject to change)
include "Imagining Europe: Hellas and
Barbarians, Europeans and Savages;"
"The Memory of Hunger: History,
Memory and the Irish Famine;"
"Mediterranean Merchants: Politics and
Culture of Informal Trade Networks;"
"Europe and Theories of Diaspora."
Seyla Benhabib (Yale) will serve as Luigi
Einaudi chair for the events and will also
lecture on Thursday, October 3 and hold
a seminar on Friday, October 4. Other
spcakerswill include Tomiko Yoda{Duke),
Stathis Gourgouris (Princeton), Claus
Leggewie (Giessen), Tom Conley
(Harvard), David Lloyd (Scripps) Tom
Lamarre(MeGill), Aida Hozic (Florida),
and more.
The events arc being organized by Brett

de Bary, Natalie Mclas, DietmarSchirmer,
Rebecca Schneider and Anette Schwarz.
The seminars will meet every other
Thursday at4:30 beginning September 5.
For more complete information, contact

Anette Schwarz at as 163@comcll.edu.
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FACULTY PROFILE
DIETER INGENSCIlAY

GIVES
FAREWELL LECTURE

Tomen Lohmueller

From August 2001 to April 2002 Dieter
Ingenschay, Professor for Romance
Studies at the Humboldt University in
Berlin, visited Cornell University as a
fellow of the Institute for European
Studies. His sabbatical was financed by
the Volkswagen Foundation. On March
28, he gave his "farewell lecture" 10
Cornell, entitled "Pink Triangles- Black
Legends. Fascism and Gay Desire in
Spanish and German CultureILiteraturc."
Central to Ingenschay's paper were
questions about the conditions and
problems of an emerging gay historical
consciousness in Spain and Germany.
Drawingon Pierre Nora'seoneeptof'/ieux
de memoire," Ingenschay discussed the
etTons ofgayculture in Spainand Germany
to situate itsclfvis-a-vis its fascist past.

Especially in the case of Germany, the
establishment of such a site of memory
proves to be difficult. Not only were gay
men the victims of fierce and brutal
persecution by the fascists, but, ironically,
homosexuality was also associated with
the masculinity cults of the perpetrators.
The equation homosexuality = fascism,
postulated by Gorkij and upheld by
Adomoin Minima Moralia, resonated in
the German discussions until the
publication of Klaus Thewcleit's classic
Mannerphanlasien. Postwar literature,
for example Wolfgang Koeppen's Todi"
Rom, also portrays gay desire as being
traumatically haunted by the specter of
homo-social Nazi institutions.

In this context, Ingenschay's
comparison of Germany and Spain
highlighted some important differences
in the discursive force field between
homosexuality, virility,and fascism. While
the stereotype of the gay Nazi continued
to play its problematic role in Germany, in
Spain homosexuality was less often

German Cultllre News

Assistant Professor of Music David
Yearsley comes loComeil from Harvard
and Stanford, whcrche received his Ph.D.
in music history. He specializes in thc
Northern European music and culture of
thc latc seventeenth and early eighteenth
century. His expertise and active recital
career on the organ, harpsichord, and
clavichord complement his scholarly
pursuits. and his recordings - Music of
a Father and a Son: Delphin and
Nicolaus Adam Strungk and The Great
Context: Bach, Scarlatti, Handel (on
Loft) have been hili led "as II tour-de·force
of technical bravura and vilal historical
imagination." Indeed, Yearsley is
considered one of thc finest organists of
his generation, having won lOp prize in
1991 at the first International Schnitger
organ Competition held on the famous
Arp Schnitgerorgansat Norden, Germany
and Groningen and Alkmaar, The
Netherlands, and first prize in 1994 at the
prestigious Bruges Early Musie Festival.

Although he is keenly interested in
keyboard practice and historical
instruments - the focus of his current
project- Yearsley'sscholarly work is by
no means limited to the keyboard. He
demonstrates his broader interests in his
book Bach and the Meaning Of
Coulltelpoim (Cambridge University
Press), in which he examines Baeh 's late
contrapuntal works. Yearsley further
demonstrates his musical versatility as a

attributed to fascism. In the years ofthc
"movida" following Franco's death,
homosexuality was rather considered as
a fonn ofantifascist resistance, and thus
a site of positive identification. The
emerging gay subculture was embraced
as a progressive transgression ofCathoiic
Franquism, not only by a queer
underground, but also by established
writers such as Francisco Umbra!. This

David Yearsley

member of Mother Mallard's Portable
Masterpiece Co .. a synthesizer trio
(founded by David Borden) hailed as the
first synthesizer ensemble in the world.
This summer, Mother Mallard's can be
seen playing at the Cuning Room in
Chelsea. Yearsley will also appear at this
year'sConnecticut Early Music Festival.
AtCorncll, Ycarsleytcachcs music history
courscs in Baroque music, film music,
music theory, harpsichord, and organ.
This fall, he willtcach Music 411 (with
Annctte Richards), TheOrgan in Western
Culture.

Michelle Duncan

includes not only its more earnivalesque
aspects, but, as Ingenschay showed by
citing Luis Antonio de Villena's book
Chicos, also a new admiration for the
virile icons of the Spanish "(Nco)
Falange," Here the fascist experience has
not provoked trauma; thus a transposition
of sexual desire onto the (supposedly)
nco-fascist object of desire is possible,

(conlilllledQnpage 14)
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(Coffoquium - continued/rom page I)

"gro13en Vier": Theodore Fontane,
Wilhelm Raabe, Gottfried Keller and
AdalbenStifter.

The process of education that is
synthesized with the protagonist's entry
into professional life in the narrative shows
that 5011 und Haben is clearly rooted in
the literary genre of the Bildungsraman.
Wh ile acareer in commercial trade served
as a distinct model and structure for
education in the Bildungsroman, much
like in Goethe's Wilhelm Meisters
Lehrjahre. the question was raised: What
is really new in Freytag's rendition ofthe
Bildungsroman? Schneider argued that
Hauslloterliteratur, the genre of the
Hausbuch or handbook for domestic
order, was modernized forthe nineteenth
century with 5011 und Haben; the
distinguishing factor being both the lack
of aesthetic development in Freytag's
novel and his success in reaching the
Gennan Kleinbiirger on a relatively large
scale.

LO/har !k'hneider

The dietetic that Schneider addresses
in his paper is the link and balance between
the business profession and the creative,
at times phantasmagoric desire of the
novel's hero. The fantasy and desire
presented in Sol/lind Hoben are in direct
opposition to customary protocol for a
business professional. It is, however,
precisely the hero's fantasy and desire as
applied to market opponunities that
develop and enhance his business
acumen throughout the novel.
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The hero provides a general model for
dealing with fantasy and desire within the
rigid structure ofcommercial realism. The
underlying intent ofSal/lind Haben is to
demonstrate the regulation of desire in
the fonn of a Bildungsraman: not an
esoteric Bildungsraman that boasts
aesthetic complexity, but rather, perhaps
for the first time, a "Hausbuch des
deutschen Kleinburgers."

Ross Halvorsen is a graduate swdent in the
Department a/German Studies

Forthe March 29 colloquium, Professor
Dielmar Schirmer (Government)
presented a revised version of his paper
"Closing the Nation: Nationalism and
Statism in Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century Gennany." ProfessorSchinner's
paper provided an analysis of the
historical background to the recent,
heated debates over citizenship in
Gennany. Whilethesedebateshaveoften
been framed intennsofthepersisteneeof
nationalism and xenophobia, Professor
Schinnerchosc to call attention to asecond
important strand of the discourse on
citizenship in Germany, namely the
tradition of "statism." According to
Schinner, "The statist dispositive grants
or withholds membership rights neither
on the grounds of ethno-cultural
homogeneity (as ethnic nationalism
does), noron the grounds ofplaceofbinh
or extended residence (as civic
nationalism does), but rather on the
principles of presumed loyalty or
disloyalty towards the state."
According to Schinncr, in the course of

the nineteenth century this tradition of
statism was contested by a discourse of
romantic nationalism that arose out ofthe
warsofliberation against Napolean. After
unification in 1871, the nationalist and the
statist discourses converged in a number
of more or less contradictory ways.
Schinnerargued that in the early years of
the German Empire the Prussian statist
tradition predominated, as can be seen in
the fact that the two groups targeted by
exclusionary measures, socialists and
Catholics, were ethnically German
"internal enemies" perceived asdisloyal.
By the time of the 1913 citizcnship law,

however, definitions of citizenship had
taken on amore national ist color, resulting
in the exclusion of Slavic and Jewish
immigrants from citizenship. Thispolicy
remained in place during the Weimar
Republic, on Iy to give way to the complete
conflation and confusion of the statist
and nationalist traditions in the
propaganda ofthe Third Reich, in which
disloyalty to the National Socialist state
was simultaneously construed as a lack
ofethnic German-ness.

Dietmar Schirmer at/he colloquium

Professor Schirnler argued that after
World War II the Federal Republic
returned to an incongruous mixture of
statist and ethno-cultural traditions. In
his view, the post-unification debate over
dual citizenship in Gennany was inflected
less by the discourse of ethno-cultural
nationalism than by the discourse of
statism.Opponentsofthedualcitizenship
provision onhe SPD'scitizenshi preform
proposal cast their arguments in terms of
concerns about the loyalty ofthe holders
ofdual citizenship to the state ratherthan
in terms of a desire to preserve ethnic
homogeneity. In Professor Schinner's
view a failure to distinguish between these
two rather different sets of concerns
contributed to the nastiness and
contentiousness of the debate.

Casey Servais is a graduate student in the
Department o/German Swdies.
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Susan Bernstein

For the April 12 colloquium Susan
Bernstein, Associate Professor of
Comparative Literature at Brown
University, presented a paper entitled
"Exposition Rooms: Housing Desire
through H.D., Freud and Goethe," part of
a larger work-in-progress under the
working title"Housing Problems: Writing
and Building: Subjectivity and its
Haunts." In considering larger questions
of containment and spatialization,
Bernstein said, the main impulse for her
project is to read against the interiority f
exteriority opposition by examining
figures of housing. With Heidegger's
famous "die Sprache ist das Haus des
Seins" fonnulation as a starting point for
her investigation, Bernstein wants to map
out the relations between architectonics
(the art ofsystems) and architecture (the
material thing), between structuring (in
its literary use, as well as more broadly in
tenns of thinking, being, etc) and the
particular structures themselves, in this
case particular buildings. Bernstein feels
that in order to properly examine these
structures, she needs to jenison the
unnecessary theoretical f historical
binary and consider what she calls "the
empirical edge."

Housing and architecture become for
Bernstein, in part following Jacques
Derrida's Archive Fever, not simply
metaphors, but pragmatic terms that
perfonn spatialization. In fact Bernstein
envisions herprojcct as participating in a
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critique of housing as a metaphor, in part
by means ofa methodology of what she
calls "lateral" or"metonymical" reading,
and in part by investigating the
Ihcoretical, rhetorical and material aspecls
ofa/lslnJcturing(which Bernstein groups
under the tcnn "architecture"), espcc ially
the kind which has led to an inside f
outside hierarchy that she finds
problematic.

A lengthy and involved discussion
followed Bernstein's exposition, In
answering a question about thc
importance of time in any expression or
instantiation of space, Bernstein
expressed an interest in synchronicity,
intimating that the temporal is just as
much in danger ofabetting the hierarchical
relationships she wants to deconstruct.
In responding to a query about the
seeming interchangeability of
"philosophy of furnilure" and "furniture
ofphilosophy" in herpapcr,shcexplained
that she would prefer to drop the "of'
altogether in order to create a pure
juxtaposition of tenns and favors the
disregard for logical and syntactic
connections in an effort to work with the
empirical site qua site. This strategy is
related to her "lateral reading"
methodology, which she carries over into
the reaIms ofresearch and writing as well.
There it becomes an attempt to destabi Iize
hierarchies through collation, cross
referencing, and other kinds of editing
that crcate fluidity and allow the texts and
materials themselves to come together
and aniculatethe problems. Her inleresl
in H.O:s journal-like work Tribute 10
Freud also stems from its effort to make
things relate to one another without
Slructuring, a kind of denial of
organization, even on the levelofgrammar.
In another question-answer exchange
Bernstein considered the connection
between archival work and desire: the
desire to expose or the desire to possess
(in the fonn of intellectual property). A
final question led Bernstein to consider
the placeofanti-Scm itism in her argument,
especially as it complicates her efforts to
unsettle the insidc f outsidc dichotomy.

Samuel Frederick isagraduatestudent in the
Department a/German Studies.

On April26 Irene Kllcllndes, Associate
Professor of Gennan and Comparative
Literature at Dartmouth College,
presented a paper entitled "Cultural
Studies Ways ofKnowing: Rereading the
Literature of the Weimar Republic." In
thi~ two-part paper, Kacandes raised
questions about the place ofliterature in
cultural studies and gave an exemplary
readingofGcrtrud Kolmar'sEinejiidische
MUlier.

While stressing the importance of
interdiseiplinarity in cultural studies,
Kacandes advocated a reconsideration
of the significance of literature to the
discipline. In a discu~sion ofthe work of
scholars such as Sven Birkcts, Barry
Sanders, Masao Miyoshi, and William
Paulson, as well as her own book Talk
Fiction: Literalllre and the Talk
Explosion, Kacandes called attention to
transfonnations occurring outside the
academy to which the study oflitcrature
can provide a response. These
transformations include an impoveriSh
ment ofthe verbal experiencesofchi ldrcn
and a lack of storytelling in modem
euhure. Literature, according to
Kacandes, is still relevant today because
il allows access to a kind of knowledge
that traditional history cannot provide
and because it supplies stories that are
lacking in contemporary culture. Citing
Paulson, she argued for seeing literature
as "among the means by which people
respond to the state of the world and
attempt to act on if' and suggested that
thc stories from the past preserved in
Iiterature can serve as challenges to rethink
our contemporary situation.

Following her general discussion ofthe
place of literature in cullural studies,
Kacandes presented a reading of Eine
jiidische MUller, which could be seen as
an example of the kind ofwriling about
literature that she advocated in the first
part ofthe paper. Herreadingofthis novel
analyzed the inlersection of three
discourses in the novel (gender, race, and
sexuality) in order to open up questions
about the confluence of these discourses
in the society in which the novel was
produced. The analysis of the novel is
pan ofa larger project in which Kacandes
will "show how discourse~ of gender,
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sexuality, and racial hygiene worked
together 10 create a society that was ripe
for the idea of targeting groups for
marginalization, persecution, and
extennination."

Kacandes' presentation of her paper
inspired a lively discussion about the
definition ofliterature and the significance
ofliteraryquality. Colloquium participants
also raised questions about the weight
that can be assigned to a specific literary
text when making general e1aimsabout an
historical period and about the usefulness
of Walter Benjamin's essay on the
storyteller for Kacandes' project.

Erica Doerhoffis a graduate stude'll in (he
Department a/German Studies.

••••••••

(Niet:.sche· continued/rom page I)

what weare left with is nothing more than
the birth ofa "question mark:'

In pursuit of this question mark, Peler
Uwe flohendllhl (IGCS Director, Gennan
Studies) organized a one-day symposium
on Nictzsche'stext. Thesymposium was
held on March 9, 2002, and was divided
into two panels: "Textualities," dealing
wi th the rhetorical clements ofthe Sinh of
Tragedy, and "Appropriations," dealing
with the legacy of this work.
GeoffWaite (Gcnnan Studies) moderated
the first panel, beginning with
introductory remarks on the difficulties
of reading Nietzsche's first major
publication. Waite argued that Nietzsche
employs a strategy of writing 'which
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systematically conceals the center of
meaning while forwarding what might
pass as an "explicit" argument on Greek
tragedy: an exoteric text for public
consumption and an esoteric one for those
inthe know,anclite readership. What the
text claims to be about is not what it is
about. As Nietzsche writes in one of his
letters, he envisioned writing in several
ways, "now for us, now forthe public, but
most often and importantly for both at
once." What makes the Birth ofTragedy
unique in Nietzsche scholarship is that it
offers the possibility of tracing how
Nietzsche internally edited his text under
the pressure of external events,
specifically the crushing ofthe Commune
of Paris in May 1871 and Nietzsche's
increasingly tense relationshi p to Cosi rna
and Richard Wagner. Taking a false report
that the Communards had set fire to the
Louvre as true, Nietzsche expressed
horror at this event, claiming "this is the
wOTStdayofmy life." Not at all concerned
about the execution of some 20,000
insurrectionists, Nietzsche fled toCosima
and Riehard Wagner seeking solace, but
in vain. To his great horror, the man to
whom he was to dedicate the Birth of
Tragedy cared not at all about the
supposed burning and instead waxed
greatly at his earlier communist
sympathies as well as his earlier
association with one of the leading
Communards. Waite argued that these
external events served as a catalyst for
Nietzsche's extensive re-editing of his
text to produce a double way of writing
whose significance, Nietzsche hoped,
might only become clear years in the
future. Citing Antonio Gramsci, Waite
cautioned that those who dare to make
predictions are in fact silently engaged in
shaping the futurc to their own ends.
Afier weleoming us to Nietzsche's world,

Waite introduced the first paneHst, Pietro
Pucci (Classies). Pucci focused inon the
sub-images that Nietzsche employs to
describe the unification of Dionysus and
Apollo as they operate together in Greek
tragedy. Hedivided his presentation into
three points. First, the Apollonian
becomes non-existent in its collaboration
with the Dionysian, a disappearing

signifier. Second, Pucci asserted that the
images that Nietzsche uses to represent
this collaboration cause difficulties in
interpreting the nature of the unification
ofthe two, for Nietzsche more often than
not stresses the conflict between the two
Gods rather than how they work together
in tragedy. And finally, Pucci attempted
to explain the significanceofNietzsche's
text for the field of Classics. The first
image under examination was that of
marriage. Pucci interpreted Antigone as
representing the Dionysian element and
Cassandra the Apollonian. Nietzsche,
Pucci explained, saw bolh represented in
a sort ofunity in the figureofPrometheus.
Yet the Apollonian only functions as a
dream image; it only becomes meaningful
through its unification with the
Dionysian, a figure ofdeeper truth wh,ich
itself has no representational image. As
such, the Apollonian is a sort of veil
covering the Dionysian truth. Another
trope Pucci interpreted was that ofmusic,
in particular that of music as a Dionysian
"discharge" from a figurative "womb:'
Pucci closed by presenting the arguments
ofrecent works in classical philology that
have taken up Nietzsche's distinction
between the Dionysian and Apollonian,
showing that the Birth of Tragedy is a
significant. albeit controversial, point of
referenee for those in Classical studies.

Further investigating this central
distinction in Nietzsche's work, the next
speaker, Natalie Melas (Comparative
Literature) focused on Nietzsche's
introduction of the figure of Socrates,
The Birth of Tragedy, Melas argued, is
just as much about the tragedy's death as
it is about its birth; it could just as well
have been entitled the Death ofTragedy:
Ollt of the Nous of Socrates. Socrates
comes to replace Apollo in Nietzsche's
text. Socratic aesthetics, Melas claimed,
fundamentally undoes the symmetric
opposition of the two and with it the
dialectic movement that animates life·
saving art. !napproaching the problem of
aesthetics in the text, Melas first focused
on the rhetorical complexities of
Nietzsche's argument, then moved on to
the delayed introduction ofthe figures of
Dionysus and later Socrates. Offering an
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interpretation of the 1886 edition's
"Attemptat Self-Critic ism," Melas argued
that Nietzsche's claim that he is "almost
undecided" as to whether his text should
have communicated or concealed itself
suggests a mimetic relation between the
text and its subject. In such a relation,
Nietzsche would represent the Dionysian
impulse to critical expository writing on
aesthetics. The second suggestion is that
a dynamic of concealment animates the
text. Melas stresses that Nietzsche's
phrase "almost undecided" is enigmatic
because it suggests that Nietzsche has
decided and is just not telling us. This
difficulty also extends to the way in which
the suggestion of a fundamental
concealment in the Birth of Tragedy
undennines the very oppositions that
Nietzsche sets up in the text. Melasargued
that Ihc division bctwccn the Dionysian
as truth and the Apollonian as the
phenomenal suggests a Platonic scheme
ofconcealment and truth: Socrates as the
dialectician who refuses to enter the
dialectic between the Dionysian and
Apollonian.
The final speakerofthc first panel, Tracy
MeN ulty (Romance Studies), focused on
thc changing treatment of the figure of
Dionysus over the course of Nietzsche 's
works as well as what is potentially lost in
Nietzsche's gradual move away from
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Apollo and toward Dionysus. McNulty
began by nOling the dual character that
Nietzsche assigns to Dionysus: on the
one hand, this god is a force of "dis
individuation" and the deliverance from
the self, but on the other hand, Dionysus
is also a force that brings man out of
alienation by experiencing a fonn of
"original oneness." McNulty's analysis
focused on the nature of this "oneness"
furnished by the Dionysian, suggesting
that it could be understood through
Freud's later conception of the "oceanic
feeling." McNulty stressed Nietzsche's
own later insistence that he should have
further highlighted the Dionysian in the
opposition that he set up between the
Dionysian and the Apollonian and later
Socrates. Following Nietzsche'scritique
of his own early work, she attcmpted to
elucidate how Nietzsche would establish
non-dialectical oppositions such as
Dionysus and the crucified in his later
works in order to critique the dialectic
structure of Ihe Dionysus-Apollo
opposition. McNulty read this gradual
development ofthe figure ofDionysus in
Nietzsche's works from two perspectives:
first, as a critique of the onto-theological
grounding of personhood, and second,
as a critique of rationality. Hcr larger
analysis concludcd with a psycho
analytic treatment on the status of the

body in Nietzsche's conception of the
Dionysian.

Peter Uwe I-Iohendahlintrodueed the
second pancl, "Appropriations," Fred
Ahl (Classics) considered Nietzsche's
practical contribution to and effect on the
teachingoftragictexts. Like Nietzsche's
own writing, Ahl noted, Greek tragedy
exerts power through emotional response,
though the characterizing tenn "catharsis"
remains problematic. Nietzsche
represents an attempt to recapture
"tragedy's lost soul": music. Thescores,
as well as the choreographic notes, for
Greek tragedies have generally been lost,
as scholars have pUI more value on the
words than the music or movement, Thus
not enough material remains for the
reconstruction of the "lost souL"
Nietzsche therefore looks hopefully to
Wagner's endeavors as a way 10 re·create
theessencc ofGreek tragedy, Nietzsche
not only calls attention to this cssential
element, but can also keep us from the
"pit"ofthinking that tragedy is depressing
and necessarily ends in catastrophe,
Thus his writing also causes us to reflect
on what meaning a teml - in this case,
"tragedy" - has for us as opposed to the
meaning it had forthe ancient Greeks. To
question the source of our conceptions
ofa"hero," Ahl read for us the concluding
words of Sophocles' Oedipus and those
ofSeneca 's Oedipus, Remarking lhal the
latter presentation of a hero seemed to
correspond more to the usual conception,
Ahl asked where, in Nietzsche's work, are
the Romans? Close attention, he argued,
reveals that Latin exemplars subtend
Nietzsche's explanations.
Rebecca Schneider(Theatre, Film and

Dance) brought a perfonnanee-studies
approach to the topic, Undcr thc title
"'N'ed.'· she presented her own score, a
"score for a riff," In the body ofher text,
she discussed the reconstruction of the
theater of Dionysus by the Athenian
statesman and financial administrator
Lycurgus. By constructing the theater in
stone, separating the audience from the
action, and building a stone "skene," or
stage, "elevated and made to goalong the
whole back of the orchestra," Lycurgus
in effectcreatcd the first screen, a "screen
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writ in stone." (Technically speaking, the
word "skene" referred to the wall at the
back of the stage, the scene-building).
The effect of elevating the chorus from
the orchestra in this historical moment,
Schneider argued, might be the effect
Nietzsche discusses as a loss of the
Dionysian from tragic drama. She pointed
out that Lyeurgus, "architect of the
screen," is aIso credited with establ ish ing
the first archives, in which he put only
tragedies. Schneider proposed that the
work Nietzsche is doing in The Birth of
Tragedy, a work of performance that
cannot be preserved, exists in tension
with archival culture ofthe written word.
While Nietzsche ends up a catatonic
exhibit in his own archivc, thc destructivc
Dionysian impulse is a life-performance.
Focusing on the historical and ideological
positions of theories about music,
Nicholas Mathew (Music) read Geburl
der Tragodie as a statemcnt of"absolute
music." Mathew reminded us of the
aesthetic paradigm shift around 1800
which brought a positivc revaluation of
instrumental music, liberated from words
orconcepts. The Beethovensymphonies
to which Nictzsche turns had been seen,
Mathew pointed out, as examples of
absolute music. Wagner saw absolute
music in Beethovcn's Ninth Symphony
but considered it fully realized in his own
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work. Forhim absolute music possessed
an ontological value; it was split offfrom
other lheatrical elements in order to be re
unified in the form of the
Gesamrkunstwerk with even greater
power. The metaphysical significanceof
music also weighted the question of
nationalism ~ and not just as politics.
The Dionysian, forexample, was identified
as German universalism. But in
Nietzsche's later work, what was
considered metaphysical depth becomes
only a kaleidoscopic surface. He sees
Wagner's hypnotic effects and affects as
obscurantist histrionics giving the iII usion
ofrevelation. But this critique ofabsolute
music extends only as far as Wagner;
Nietzsche (Ii ke Adorno after him) cannot
criticize the Beethovcn paradigm. We
should consider, however, how
Beethoven's devices were employed in
compositions in the service of ruling
class ideology. Is it possible that "the
Dionysian can be impersonated"?

Michael Steinberg (History) further
explored The Nietzsche·Wagner relation,
asking what Nietzsche's rejection of the
composer revealed about the political
stakes ofhis thought. Given the extent of
the changes in editions of The Birth of
Tragedy, should we read Nietzsche as
rejecting the myth that failcd to provide a
foundational discourse for contemporary

culture, or as rejecting myth tout court!
Nictzsche earlier believcd in Wagner's
concept of the total power of music.
Whereas prcvious Iheorists viewed music
as discursive, Wagner's reading claims
for music a totalizing abi lity, acapacity for
total representation of the world.
According to Steinberg, Wagner's
language oflhe "absolute"and "gesamt,"
functions as a political as well as an
aesthetic metaphor.

Nietzsche's attitude toward Wagner
could also be studied in light of his
peripheral geographic position in Basel
~ a city of the Protestant patristic, of
commodity and cultural exchange ~
which could be compared with the
position of Rousseau in Geneva, another
"anti-theatrical"city. Such acomparison,
Steinberg claimed, would help us
undersland lhe "contradictions" between
Nietzsche's earlier and later writings.

The subsequent general discussion
circled back to questions raised by the
first panel and the introduclory remarks.
We were led to wonder, as we discussed
Nietzschean appropriations, who IS

appropriating whom?

Amafia Herrmann andJohn Kim aregmdllate
swdenrs in the DepartmentafGerman Studies_

••••••••

(Pastcoh",;af - continuedfrom page I)

Socialism, as well as the concepts of
Europe and the culture of modernity, in
the light of the problem ofcolonialism.
John K. Noyes (University ofTorontol

Cornell Univcrsity) began his talk by
mapping out various key constellations
in post-colonial theory. He addressed
the rclationships between geography and
history, Enlightenment and empire,
cosmopolifanism and various forms of
subjectivity, and betwecn poctic language
and pure reason. Some of the above
themes, which arc promincnt both in
modem scholarship and in eightccnth
and nineteenth-century debates, concern
the location of critical theory in
geographical terms. Here Noyes cited his
own experiences in the South African
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academy, where North American
academics (mostly post-coloniaItheorists
and liberal historians) arc seen as
exploitative of the "knowledge" they
obtain from Africa.

In discussing thc above constellations,
Noyes focused on the writings ofJohann
Gottfried Herder, especially those that
postdate his rift with Kant. Remarking
upon a rather unfortunate association of
Herder's writings with European
nationalisms, Noycs noted that he is
crucial to understanding the role of
philosophers in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century discourses on power,
the state, and nature. Noyes discussed
thc discipline of geography's complicity
with imperialism in order to provide a
point of contrast with Herder's theories.
Noyes suggested that Herder's beliefthat
nature creates states and acts both in
unifying and diversifying ways
established the philosopher's task as one
ofnegotiating between thought and state,
geography and history. Noyes saw
Herder's claim that reason works with,
and not against nature, as inaugurating
the kind of poetic language used to
dismantle the dominance of Enlighten
ment reason.

Nineteenth-century debates on nature.
natural history, and philosophy initiated
some of the linguistic dilemmas that arc
still unresolved to this day - dilemmas
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that Noyes sees reflected in the opacity
of the language used in much post
colonial theory. Using Herder to
demonstrate the possibil ity ofreclaim ing
the philosophy of natural history as a
critical tool and as a model for positive
poetic language, Noyes posed the
question of the appropriate scientific
intervention of disciplines such as
geography. In these remarks, Noyes
critiqued Spivak's work. which, albeit
useful, misses the point in looking for a
"native infonnant." Gemlun ph i10sophers,
said Noyes, represented mediated
imperatives to a much greater extent than
they showed the presence of a native
infonnant. An unreflective appropriation
ofthe Derridean critique ofdialectics by
post-colonial theorists resulted,
concluded Noyes, in the emergence ofan
opaqueness of poetic language that can
only be overcome by theorizing through
dialectics.

Speaking on the topic of "Colonialist
Women in the Imperial Era and After,"
L.ora Wildenthal (Texas A&M
Uni versity) sought to continue the project
she had begun in her book German
Women/or Empire. In the center of her
work, she said. stand the Germans
themselves, and not so much the
institution ofGennan colonialism. Both
her book and the work arising from it
concentrate on women as a problematic
group within the colonial project. Most
prominently, Wildenthal asks when
women became a problem for colonists,
how gendered colonial ideas were shaped
over time, and what effect colonialist
women had in the long tenn.

Following the strand of her book.
Wi ldenthal outlined the importance given
to women by liberal nationalist colonists
who focused mainly on emancipation from
the metropole. After the implementation
ofbanson interracial marriage, which did
not necessarily have an effect on race
mixi ngoutsideofwedlock, the availabi lity
of white Gennan women in the colonies
helped prevent the perceived danger of
such marriages. Beyond the status of
being mere progeny producers, women
settlers saw themselves as partners to
white German males responsible for

Lora Wilden/hal

creatingcultural and economic value. By
stressing their role in the long-term
preservation of the German
Kullurgedanke in the colonies, Gennan
colonial ist women gained an evenstronger
presence. Some of their issues (such as
nursing projects) were eventually
appropriated by colonialist men.

Not only were colonialist women
preoccupied with preserving German
ness in reconstructed communities
through nursing. household manage
ment, and fanning, but they also viewed
themsclves as guardians of the Gennan
ness of their men. This obsession with
national purity only increased with the
loss of the colonies. Wildenthal claimed
that precisely this obsessive linking of
woman with race fonns a connection
between colonialism and Nazism, the latter
having frequently been embraced by
fonner colonialist women who never gave
up their dream of colonialism. In
conclusion. Wildenthal suggested that
the women's project ofrace transm ission
and "colonizing the colonizer" rendered
early colonialism incomplete. In many
ways this project, marked by the
transportability of the discourse on race
in time. persisted through three eras: the
Empire, the Weimar Republic, and the
post-Holocaust period.

Yul,)'a Komsko is a groduole student in the
Department o/German SlIIdies.
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Pascal Grosse

Pascal Grosse's talk explored the
question: "What Has Gennan Colon ial ism
To Do With National Socialism?"
Outlining the challenges posed by a
straightforward comparative approach to
Gennan colonial ism and the emergenceof
the Nazi racial state, he argued
convi nei ngly against a "problematic logic
of continuity or discontinuity" and
"instead proposeld} an approach based
on the idea ofcorrcspondences betwecn
thc two cras-without assuming a direct
line ofcausality that leads from one to the
other." Three aspects 3rc key to such
correspondcnces: thc "drive to redraft
the rclation between race and space in the
early twentieth eentury": "the emergence
ofracial ized citizenship as a ncw concept
of nationality"; and European colonial
competition as conceived around the
conceptofaglobal "race war." Exploring
these aspects, Grosse explains that
Gennan colon ial ism and the emergence of
the Nazi racial state may be understood as
different but related expressions of an
intellectual eugenicist modcl.

In order to understand these
correspondences, one must also allend
to the "complementary and inter
dependent developments" in Gennan
expansionism into Eastern Central Europe
and overseas, too often viewed by
historians as antagonistic phenomena.
Notions of race articulated around the
colonies, and ofVolkstum and a Gennan
Kulturnation in the East characterized
discourses around expansionism and
suggest important interconnections
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between notions of race and culture in
late nineteenth century biologisms.
Viewing these developments as
complementary can provide insight into
the "innovative synthesis of territorial
expansionism with the biopoliticsofrace"
that was key to the colonial project and
the emergence of National Socialist
ideologies. The relation between
continental and overseas expansionism
and de-colonization in the formcrly
Gennan territories as an administrative
act are what distinguish the Gennan
colonial experience from that of other
European powers. Attention to the
specific regional features ofcolonialism
(rather than models that privilege British
colonialism) emerges as key to any
engagement with German colonialism's
relation to National Socialism.
In answering the question around which

his talk was structured, Grosse suggests
that German colonialism and National
Socialism in fact have a good deal to do
with one another: "[Bloth called for a
racial order based on racial reproduction
as the foundation ofthe state; both sought
10 replace the classic nation state with a
racial state: both implied the dissolution
ofthe bourgeois family through the entire
subordination ofsexualitylO racial purity;
and, finally, both entailed an expansionist
drive to reproduce the racial order
elsewhere:' .
Alain Patrice Nganang's presentation

"DfLost Colonies, 'Good' Gennans and
'Loving' Africans: Africa in German
Afrikafilme,1911-1948"offeredastriking
combination of visual images and
reflective commentary on questions of
representation and scholarly inter
ventions into the story and history of
those representations. Excerpts from
Hans Sehomburgk 's 1m Deutschen Sudan
(1912-1914), Herbcn Sclpin's Die Reitcr
von Deutsch·Ostafrika (1934), Eduard
von Borsody's Kongo-Express( 1939), as
well as from two post-war films, Helmut
Weiss'sQuax in Afrika( 1945) and Alfred
Weidemann's DerStem von Afrika(1957),
illustrated continuities in'A fiikafi lme from
the actual colonial period to the immediate
postcolonial period to post-war
representations ofAfrica in German film.

Alain Patrice Ngmwng

Nganang argues that films produced in
the 1920s, 1930s, and 1940s "represent
just a small period in a very long history
of the representation of Africa and
Africans in the Western imagination,"
locating such films within the larger
framework of what Susanne Zantop has
defined as colonial fantasies.

Encompassing a broad spectrum of
gcnres, Afrikafilme arc structured by the
loss of colonies in the wake ofWWI and
by colonial nostalgia. Nganang
suggested that "Thc loss of the colonies
in 1919 is the only real, notable
discontinuity in the representation of
Africa and Africans in German films."
While the loss of the colonies had a
profound impact on the psychology and
languageofthe films, itcanno! be regarded
as having resulted in the loss of a direct
cinematographic relationship to Africa.
Gennany's filmic production in and on

Africa is similar to that of other colonial
powers; it is the structure ofloss, and the
political will to reclaim the lost colonies,
that distinguishes German films from
others. Images of the "Germanophile"
African and of the "good" German
colonizers are pervasive in this project.
Thescfilms"providedapowerful medium
of persuasion" in their articulation of
German postcolonial fantasies.
In the context ofimages that can only be

described as "mad," Nganang asks
candidly: "In which approved language
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can Idescribe them? Is there any language
ofscholarly pain? r...1Howcan Idescribe
these moments of unbelievable doubt in
my position as a scholar in front ofthese
films, and also these critical moments of
my sudden and unexpected sel f-discovery
as a Black scholar in Gennan Studies?"

Discussion focused on the experience
of Black aclOrs in Gennany during the
Third Reich and on the violence ofcinema
as a medium of representation more
generally.

Jamie Trnka is a graduate swdent in the
Depanment ofComporalive Ulerawre.

John Namjun Kim (Cornell University)
opened his discussion of "Hegelian
Uni versalities and Japanese Imperialism"
with an examination ofthe double role of
the concept of universality within the
critique of imperialist discourse. On the
one hand, there is a tendency for
imperialists to legitimatethcir imperialist
projects through claims about thc
universality of their particular cultures,
civilizations, and moral or political
systems. Yet a concept of universality
often plays acrucial rolc in thecriliqueof
imperialism as well, as when claims arc
made that imperial practices havc violatcd
universally binding standards of justice
or rightncss.

Having established this patlern of
ambiguity, Kim went on to look at the
particular deployment of Hegelian
conceptions of universality in the
philosophy ofMiki Kiyoshi, one of the
mid twentieth century's leading theorists
ofJapanesc imperialism. Miki understood
Japanese imperialism not as imperialism,
but rather as a project of self
detennination for "Greater East Asia;"
hence, his philosophy is a form of
imperialist ideology that contains both a
critique of colonialism and a critique of
Western elaims to cultural universality.
In 1939, two years after the commencement
ofthe Sino-Japanese War, Miki authored
a two-pan cultural-political manifesto
entitled Principles of Thought for a New
Japan, in which heoffersahighly Hegelian
justification of Japan's "advance" into
continental Asia. "For him, Japan's
invasion of the continent was an
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opportunity not for colonization or
imperial domination over East Asia, but
forthecreationofa unified yet internally
diverse cultural sphcre called thc East
Asian Coopcrative Body," a concept
which would be adopted as statc policy in
1940 under the name "Greater East Asian
Co-Prosperity Sphere."

Kim identified the basic strategy of
Miki's "anti-imperialist" imperialism as
one ofnegative essentialism; by denying
any singular, positive essencc to
Japanese cuhure, Miki was able to elevate
it to the position of thc universal (a
position occupied in Hegel's philosophy
by the World Spirit). Miki's argument
proceeds by way of a critique of the
predominance in Western thought ofwhat
he calls "abstract cosmopolitanism." He
attempts to fum ish an alternative founded
on the principle of concrete cultural
heterogeneity and intercultural exchange.
This view entails a conception of
universal ity as "the principleofthe mutual
impl ication ofparticulars," the not ion that
each particular contains an clement of
universality as a result of its role in
mcdiating other particulars. A
eonsequencc of this view is that the
particular that has mediatcd the grcatest
number of other particulars is the most
universal. In Miki's presentation, this
most universal ofpaniculars is "Japan,"
as Japan has assimilated the greatest
number of both Asian and Western
influences. As Kim put it, in Miki's view
the "pure assimilative drive of Japanese

culture to increase internal cultural
heterogcneity is the source of Japan's
power
As Kim pointed out in thc later sections

ofhis paper, however, Miki 's argument is
compromised by internal inconsistencies.
While Miki's original justification of
Japanese supremacy is based on thc claim
that Japan is the most thoroughly mediated
of national subjects, his notion of the
East Asian Cooperative Body places
Japan in the position ofa mediating subject
that functions as the site ofall mediations
but isnO! itselfmediated. Hencethevery
hybrid quality Miki valorizes in Japanese
culture is compromised the moment it
becomes a justification for imperialism.
Kim closed by pointing to implications
that can be drawn for contemporary
political struggles, in particular
emphasizing the dangers of viewing
particular identitics as whole and
homogenousorofelevatinganyparticular
identity to the level of an all-mediating
universal.

Casey Servais is a graduate swdent in Ihe
Deportment ofGerman Studies.

••••••••
(Baer- continuedfrom page 1)

on a clip thatlingcrs on this markct-scene
and cvcntually zooms in to show "spec
tral evidence" of a boy's face behind a
fcnce. Jablonski's documentary, Baer
explained, is an ancmpt to re-sec these
images against the photographer's inten
tions. The marginal, almost unnoticeable
image ofthe face prcsumablydisrupts any
authorial attempt 10 frame the image ofthe
market-sccnc. Notonly is it anexampleof
how the "camcra's agenda" is not always
that ofthe photographer, but for Baer, the
face also defies a Hericlitean agenda of
interpretation, suggestive as it is of a
spcctral1ived rcalitynotsorcadily assimi·
lable to an unfolding narrative of ruin
ation. Its uncanny quality resides in its
potential alTinnation of the Democritean
moment "outside time," in which any pos
sible outcome is still valid.

Baer's article "Spectral Evidence: The
Photography of Trauma," is a dctailed
treatmenl of the themes from his talk at
Cornell. In addition, he is author of a
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recent book about Baudelaire, Remnants
ofSong (Stanford UP 2000). translator of
Rilke's letters into English, and editorofa
eollectionofessays from Suhrkampabout
the post-Holocaust cult ofmemory. Cur
rently, he is editing another collection of
essays fonheoming from NYU Press, 110
Stories: New YorkAulhors Wrjteafier 9/
II.

Leah Chizek is a graduate stul/enl in the
Departmell/o/German Studies.

••••••••

(Ingen.I·,·hUj' - canlinuedjrom page 5)

despite the narrator's contempt for the
fascist ideology.
It is in such "virile re-mappings ofdesire

against the trauma of the fascist
experience" that Ingensehay locates the
central problems within the question of
homosexuality and fascism in both
GennanyandSpain.lnordertoovercome
the still often unacknowledged fascist
charge in gay desire, Ingensehay
concluded, it is not only necessary forthe
Spanish and Gennan gay movement to
take part in the international theoretical
and political discourse of "gai savoir:'
but first and foremost to confront its
historic burden and to find its own "liellX
dememoire."

Tarben Lohnlllc/ler is a graduale student in
Ihe Deparlment a/German Sludies.

••••••••

COllfributiollf to German ClIlture News
Qre welcome. Ifyou WQuld like an e~'ent

listed or ha~'eQ brie/rel'iew or article to
cont,.ihulo!. please conUJ(:1 Erit'Q DoerllOfJ
at eadZZ@,comeJl.edll.
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GERMAN
COLLOQUIUM

FALL 2002

September 13
FREDERICK BEISER

Syracuse University
"The Kant-Schiller Dispute"

October II
GERHARD RICIHER
University of Wisconsin

"Fascism and Negative Dialectics:
Adorno's Hitler"

October 25
JOHN KIM

Graduate Student in Gennan Studies
Cornell University

"States of Nature: Rhetorical Violence
in Heinrich von Kleist"

November 8
ROSEMARIE HAAG BLEITER

CUNY Graduate Center
"Mies van der Rohr and Dark

Transparency"

November22
RICHARD SCHAEFER

Graduate Student in History
Cornell University

"The Critique ofOrdinary Reason:
Johann Michael Sailer"

December6
MICHELLE DUNCAN

Graduate Student in Gennan Studies
Cornell University

"Hydromancy: OfSirens, Songs, and
Soma"

GemW/l ClIllure News
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